Abstract: The vicinity of Kazimierz Dolny is characterised by the occurrence of large denivelations and thick loess covers. Due to that, as well as to the characteristic properties of loess and freąuent occurrences of torrential rains, the region is marked by numerous dissections by valleys. Not without importance is agriculture, whose intensification brought about the creation of new relief forms. Gully erosion is a serious threat for the inhabitants of the region; on the other hand, it is impossible to eliminate it. For that reason it is necessary to use modern anti-erosion measures.
The issue of gully erosion and anthropopressure, in the broad sense of these words, has been for several years the object of interests for geographers, geomorphologists and geologists from various research centres. Since 1950s the vicinity of Kazimierz Dolny became -mostly because of its landscape valour -a topie of discussion both in the field of lithology and stratigraphy and in that of gully erosion (Pożaryski, 1953; Maruszczak, 1973) . The role of torrential rains and of sudden snow melting in the formation of the contemporary relief of this region was often noted (Maruszczak, 1986; Rodzik et al., 1998) ; the role of human actions and of the related development of new forms, adding variety to the landscape of loess uplands, was also emphasised.
Kazimierz Dolny is located around 14 km south of Puławy, near the confluence of a smali brook Grodarz to the Vistula River. From the physicogeographical point of view it is situated in the western part of the Nałęczów Plateau, which constitutes the northwestern mesoregion of the Lublin Upland (Kondracki, 1998 Kondracki, 1998, revised) The loess cover plays the key role in the formation of the contemporary relief of the region in ąuestion. Morphologically, its character is not uniform: it consists of several loess stretches whose thickness in the Kazimierz region reaches even 30 m. The measure of variety of the western part of the Nałęczów Plateau are its numerous denivelations. The most impressive ones can be found on the valley sides of the Vistula River, where they reach 90 m. The above-mentioned factors, together with the characteristic properties of loesses -mostly their Iow content of carbonates and silt fraction -cause a very strong internal dismemberment of the area. The density of the network of valley forms, primarily of the young gullies, reaches as much as over 5 km/km2 in the Kazimierz region (in some places even over 10 km/km2) making it a uniąue area on the European scalę.
The western part of the Nałęczów Plateau is a region where torrential rains occur relatively freąuently. This phenomenon depends to a large extent on the loess edge built up on the side of the waterlogged Vistula river valley, as well as on an almost parallel dissection of the plateau by the valleys of the Bystra and Grodarz Rivers. The overlaying of the factors listed above makes the Kazimierz Dolny region predisposed for the development and formation of contemporary morphogenetic processes. Extreme phenomena, such as torrential rains, play a particularly important role in the development cycle of the gullies, and therefore also in the contemporary evolution of loess areas. Gully erosion is, however, a serious economic problem, threatening to a large degree the inhabitants of the region.
Both natural gullies and road gullies add variety to the Kazimierz Dolny region. The former are characterised by a complicated system with numerous side gullies. In the outlet segment they cut in to the depth of over 70 m. The course of the latter, on the other hand, approaches a straight line, without branching on the sides. Their almost vertical sides reach the height of 9 m and their fiat bottom lacks vegetation. Road valleys developed on dirt roads leading from the Grodarz river valley to the hilltop, where fields and neighbouring village are situated. Due to the longitudinal location of the road gullies in the transverse profiles, it is possible to observe a climatic asymmetry, caused by the stronger watering of the slope with western exposure (Fig. 2 ) . The erosion and accumulation forms, which are freąuently created and become active after torrential rains and intense spring snow melting, result from a few processes. Suffosion forms, admitting the form of sinks, wells and tunnels develop within spurs between side branches of gullies and between two gullies in their outlet segments. For this reason, these regions, most often self-forested, are excluded from agricultural use. The accumulation of suffosion forms may sometimes lead to the creation of "badlands" and the process itself is the main factor triggering the movement of rock-debris in the gullies.
Spring thaw after a long, cold and snowy winter leads to the development of gravitational processes, which, however, take place -although to a smaller extent -during the entire year. Colluvial covers, resulting from these proc esses, occur commonly at the foot of tali and steep walls characteristic for road gullies (Opolska Droga, Korzeniowy Dół). They take the form of loess blocks of varying size lying side by side.
The existence of erosion furrows and potholes in the bottom of the gullies, formed as a result of turbulent water movement is a symptom of intense washing away. The depth and width of the forms may reach 2-3 m. At the bottoms of road gullies, where the slope, especially in the outlet segment, is steep, erosion and evorsion potholes and gaps may form seąuences up to several tens of metres in length. Forms of such parameters can be found in Norowy Dół.
When weakly permeable or impermeable deposits occur in the substratum and a significant dissection of the loess cover exists, sliding processes take place. Bottoms of most gullies are eroded in boulder clay which, as a result of change in resistance or stratification, form structural escarpments in the bottom of the gully (e. g., Chałajowy Dół). Sliding is triggered by excessive water saturation of the materiał on the slope. Sometimes the landslide tongue leads to the barricading of the part of the gully so that the gully becomes impassable (as it happened in Opolska Droga in 1996).
The eroded materiał is brought out of the slopes and bottoms of the gullies and accumulated at the foot of the slopes and at the bottom of the valleys. Both proluvial and deluvial cones are marked by differentiated parameters. As a rule, the latter are smaller forms with the radius of 3-5 metres. The area of the proluvial covers, on the other hand, can reach even several hun dred sąuare metres and more. The outlets of the road gullies are characterised by proluvial road walls. Their oblong shape is the result of the eąualised profile of the road, enabling transport of materiał to very distant places.
A significant development of the main gully systems falls for the period from the mid-15th to the mid-17th century. The main assumptions concerning the communication system of the town come from those times and they are related to the intense development of Kazimierz as an important corn trade centre. Roads connecting Kazimierz, situated in the deep valley of the Grodarz river, with fields under cultivation located on the hilltop and, in later times, with villages being developed there constituted a large part of the commu nication system. Even in modern times borders of cornfields and main roads can be recognised in the landscape of the western part of the Nałęczów Plateau.
The formation of a dirt road almost always leads to the creation of a new relief form. This is connected with an intense and concentrated downfłow on impermeable ground, mechanical impact of vehicle wheels and sometimes also of animal hooves. Wide track of wheels and large dimensions of agricultural machines caused the widening of gullies relatively ąuickly. As a result of slope undercutting and purposeful levelling of the bottom the gullies destabilise and movements, visible mostly as rockfalls and landslides, develop. The pressure of tyres on plastic ground creates grooves reaching sometimes the depth of over 30 cm.
Torrential rains occur exceptionally freąuently in Kazimierz Dolny. They were recorded in the years : 1936 : , 1976 : , 1981 : and 1997 . The mean value for the belt of the uplands in Southern Poland is 2-3 times per century (Maruszczak, Trembaczowski, 1958; Buraczyński, Wojtanowicz, 1974) . In the strongly eroded loess areas, such as the vicinity of Kazimierz, materiał of volume up to 40 000 m3/km2 can be eroded during one century (Maruszczak, 1973) .
Of particular importance during torrential rains are road gullies, which take over the function of intermittent streams. Very ąuick formation of a concentrated precipitation downfłow leads to silting of land plots and farms situated at the bottom of the valley. Within the rivers and reservoirs not only debris eroded from the catchment area, but also pollutants originating from substances and precipitation washed away or washed out by surface downfłow are deposited.
Observations, data from the Township and Borough Office in Kazimierz and measurements served to estimate the degree of endangerment of the town (Gardziel et al., 1998) . Depending on the intensity of precipitation or snow melting on the streets of the town, 1 0 0 to several thousands of cubic metres of alluvium is deposited. Deposition of sediments of so large a volume takes place during torrential rains with precipitation ranging from 50 mm outside the fuli vegetation to about 1 0 0 mm during the fuli vegetation (Józefaciuk A., Józefaciuk Cz., 1984 , Rodzik, 1984 , Gardziel et al., 1996 . It should be emphasised that the deposition of as little as 1 0 0 cubic metres of sediments after a torrential rain or moderate snow melting necessitates its removal a few times during the year. Precipitation of the order of 100 mm causes catastrophic results of significant spatial scope. It leads to strong erosion of gully bottoms and dirt roads, flooding of basements and ground floors of buildings, displacement of vehicles and power poles and tearing off of the road surface. Documentation work, aiming at presentation of a plan of anti-erosion safeguards, was performed several times in the vicinity of Kazimierz Dolny (Gardziel et al., in print) . A change of land use in individual catchment basins comes here to the fore. For this purpose, permanent grasslands such as pastures and hay-growing meadows should be introduced, while areas with significant inclination should be afforested. Organisation of outflow is necessary, sińce despite of the self-forestation of land plots in the closest proximity of the gullies, old downflow lines along boundary strips and furrows still exist. Constraining gully erosion is possible by means of eliminating the concentrated downflow of water from agricultural lands to the gullies. Related to this is a change of the direction of croplands to one parallel to the gully edge. In the catchment area of Kwaskowa Góra there are a few crucial points where it is possible to easily redirect the flow from dirt roads (Fig. 3) . In the case of Opolska Droga one of such places is the segment of the valley, nowadays running wild, located west of the one used nowadays, as well as the side branch of the Chałajowy Dół. From the Przytułków ravine the flow can be directed both to the side gullies of the Chałajowy Dół and to the forms located west of the ravine. Plant consolidation is regarded as the main safeguard. To preserve the most active gullies (in particular the edges of young road gullies) one should introduce appropriate plant species, for instance, shrub vegetation, whose roots do not penetrate very deeply, thus do not strain the gully edge too much. Additionally, shrubs on the border between fields and forests don't shadow the fields and don't have an adverse impact on the crops.
Certain technical solutions can be suggested to limit dangers. Modern and ecologically acceptable measures would allow for hardening of the fragments of gully bottoms, which are most vulnerable to the erosion and evorsion. Hardened segments would at the same time organise outflow systems. At the outlet of the most eroded branches, which don't have a significant landscape value, one should localise colmatation reservoirs (Fig. 3) , whose function would be interception and retention of the debris in the catchment area. A retention reservoir with the capability of periodic mechanical extraction of sediments would serve to deposit part of the debris taken out from the catchment area (Gardziel et al., 1998) .
A complete elimination of erosion from the region of Kazimierz is impossible and has no purpose. Gullies are a valuable, protected and characteristic element of the Kazimierz Landscape Park. Keeping the gullies, in particular the road gullies, in its present state is recommended for landscape-related reasons. In principle, they should develop naturally. It is important to separate gullies that don't constitute a danger to the town and to leave them without intervention. Road gullies are an impermanent land scape element and have to be maintained and conserved. Otherwise, their communication function will be lost, the erosion processes will intensify and, as the result, the gullies will run wild (Gardziel, Rodzik, 2 0 0 0 ).
